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Abstract: The current three-dimensional (3D) property units are in most countries registered using 10 
two-dimensional (2D) documentation and textual descriptions. This approach has limitations of 11 
representing the actual extent of complicated 3D property units and also to provide an overview of 12 
the 3D cadastre in e.g. city centers. To improve the representation and visualization of the 3D 13 
cadastre we could utilize 3D digital models. To facilitate this several requirements needs to be 14 
considered such as organizations, legal rules, coordinate reference systems and height systems, data 15 
standards, geometry and users. In this study, we formulate these requirements and then develop a 16 
framework for integration of 3D cadastre and 3D digital models. The aim of this paper is that 17 
cadastral information (stored in Land Administration Domain Model, LADM) are integrated with 18 
Building Information Modelling (BIM) on building level for accurate representation of legal 19 
boundaries and with Geographic Information System (GIS) on city level for visualization of 3D 20 
cadaster in urban environments. The framework is implemented and evaluated against the 21 
requirements in a practical case study in Sweden. The conclusion is that the integration of the 22 
cadastral information and BIM/GIS is possible on both conceptual level and data level which will 23 
facilitate that organizations dealing with cadastral information (cadastral units), BIM models 24 
(architecture, engineering and construction companies) and GIS (surveying units on e.g. 25 
municipality level) can exchange information; this facilitates better representation and visualization 26 
of 3D cadastral boundaries. 27 

Keywords: 3D cadastre; BIM; CityGML 3.0; LADM; visualization; cadastral boundaries 28 

 29 

1. Introduction 30 

Traditional two-dimensional (2D) cadastre cannot fully handle spatial information and satisfy 31 
the needs for example for the structures and space usages of complex buildings above and 32 
underground. Over the last decade, three-dimensional (3D) cadastre has attracted increased attention 33 
in many countries around the world, due to pressure for better urban land use, for instance for 34 
dwelling and infrastructure installations such as tunnels and other sub-surface constructions [1]. 3D 35 
cadastre involves a significant relationship between different stakeholders such as municipality, land 36 
surveyors, architects, contractors, owners, and property management companies. Research has come 37 
a long way to truly visualize and manage 3D cadastre models. However, the current 3D property 38 
units are still registered using 2D documentation in most countries, as well as the representation of 39 
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legal property boundaries which are presented in a textual description and shown on 2D maps and 40 
drawings, which also apply for rights, restrictions and responsibilities (RRRs) [2, 3]. This 41 
representation of the 3D cadastre is often insufficient, since the graphical representation is limited to 42 
land parcels and strata plan drawings [4]. 3D real property is the basic legal unit of a 3D cadastre that 43 
can be bounded both horizontally and vertically as a closed volume, for example a block of residential 44 
apartments or a part of a multistory building with offices or a shopping mall [5-7].  45 

To define and visualize the 3D cadastre spatial properties the cadastral information should be 46 
linked to 3D digital representation of the urban environment. Building Information Modelling (BIM) 47 
with detailed physical information can be used to identify and represent 3D property boundaries 48 
accurately. BIM is a digital representation of a building in the life cycle phases from design through 49 
construction to operation and maintenance [8]. The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) is an open 50 
international standard of BIM involved in a hybrid standardization process designed to enable 51 
indirect horizontal compatibility between architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) and 52 
facility management (FM) software applications [9]. All physical building elements could be 53 
modelled, stored and managed hierarchically in the IFC standard, which makes it easy to exchange 54 

building information for multiple purposes in different BIM platforms.     55 

BIM focuses on the building element properties of a single building down to the construction 56 
components, while city models focus on buildings in larger scale areas up to entire cities. Because the 57 
cadastre is also used in urban planning and management, the BIMs are not suitable for visualizing 58 
and analyzing the 3D cadastre on city level. Moreover, current 2D index maps record spatial 59 
information of parcels in the cadastral dossiers. Therefore, by using city models it is possible to 60 
visualize the 3D cadastre on city level where additional information is included. City models are 61 
often stored in the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) specification CityGML. CityGML provides 62 
an open standardized geometry model to represent the geometric, topologic, semantic and visual 63 
aspects of 3D city models. Recently, a new version CityGML 3.0 is proposed for better interoperation 64 
with other standards like IFC, Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) and IndoorGML [36]. 65 
CityGML 3.0 brings several changes, improvements, extensions and new modules, for example the 66 
Core package and the Construction package.   67 

The legal cadastre information is often stored in accordance with the LADM, which is an 68 
international standard for land administration [10]. LADM supports registration of legal information 69 
and is currently used to describe 3D property as well as to manage cadastral legal information [11]. 70 
LADM uses the class LA_BoundaryFaceString to represent 2D LA_SpatialUnit; while uses the class 71 
LA_BoundaryFace (semantic object but merely represents the boundaries) to represent 3D 72 
LA_SpatialUnit such as 3D parcels [12, 13] .   73 

This study focuses on how to represent and visualize 3D cadastral boundaries legally and 74 
technically. To achieve that, a general framework for sharing and integrating cadastral information 75 
with BIM and city models is proposed together with general requirements. Commonly, the AEC 76 
companies, the cadastral surveying units and city-surveying units own and develop their own 77 
datasets independently. In Sweden, the AEC companies normally provide 3D Computer Aided 78 
Design (CAD) drawings that contain and represent the 3D real property boundaries (and in the future 79 
they are likely to provide BIM models for the same purpose); the cadastral surveying units provide 80 
the cadastral dossiers as well as the digital index map; and the city-surveying units are responsible 81 
for the 3D city models [14]. It should be noted that the situation is similar in many countries, which 82 

makes the result of this study of general interest.  83 

The aim of this study is to establish technical, and partly also legal, solutions for the AEC 84 
companies, the cadastral surveying units, and city-surveying units to share information for handling 85 
cadastral information, and especially 3D cadastral information. To facilitate this, we design, 86 
implement and evaluate a method to link legal cadastral information in LADM to 3D models of 87 
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physical spaces (IFC and CityGML models). This linkage should be both on conceptual level and 88 
database level, to support visualization and analysis of the cadastral information. In the case study 89 
we use a real-world example from a recent 3D cadastral property formation. These 3D property units 90 
were documented in a cadastral dossier according to the national specification that includes both the 91 
legal attribute information and the geometric description of the boundaries. The latter are defined in 92 
2D section drawings complemented with textual descriptions. In the first step, we store the legal 93 
attribute information in LADM. This legal attribute information is then linked to 3D property 94 
boundaries specified in the BIM data. For the latter, the parcel boundaries surrounding the building 95 
and the property boundaries within the building are identified and represented with high position 96 
accuracy in the BIM model based on the geometric description in the cadastral dossier. To visualize 97 
the cadastral information on city level, the IFC model with the defined 3D cadastral boundaries is 98 
converted to CityGML and imported to a 3D city model. This city model acts as a 3D cadastral index 99 
map used for visualization and macro analysis on city scale.  100 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a review of 3D cadastral status and an 101 
overview of legal and physical information models. In Section 3, a general framework is proposed 102 
for handling 3D cadastral information with basic requirements from various cadastral aspects. 103 
Moreover, a case study in Sweden is presented in Section 4 with the integration of IFC-LADM and 104 
CityGML-LADM models at conceptual level using Unified Modeling Language (UML) and on 105 
database level, as well as visualization of the integrated data. Section 5 discusses the results and 106 
observations. In the final section, the paper concludes with the main findings and further research 107 

directions. 108 

2. Related Work 109 

 In this section an overview of the current status of 3D cadastre worldwide is presented (Section 110 
2.1) with a description of the legal model (Section 2.2) and physical information models (Section 2.3). 111 

2.1. Current Status of 3D Cadastre 112 

In recent years there has been an increased interest in the concept of 3D real property and 113 
cadastral systems in a number of countries, due to pressure on urban land for dwelling and for better 114 
management of infrastructure installations such as tunnels and other sub-surface constructions. 115 
Examples of this can be found in e.g. van Oosterom [1].  116 

Several activities related to registration and visualization of 3D properties are ongoing 117 
internationally and from conferences and other research in the area in recent years, it can be noted 118 
that in many places around the world, work is made on the same issues. The technology seems to 119 
have come a long way, but there is less research and proposed sustainable solutions in terms of the 120 
legal and economic issues. The FIG Best practices publication on 3D cadastral information modelling 121 
[15] discusses possibilities of linking 3D legal RRR spaces, modelled with LADM, with physical 122 
reality of 3D objects described with CityGML, IFC, InfraGML, etc. Case studies were presented of 123 
some countries (Russia, Malaysia, Greece, Israel and Poland) that are active in developing 3D 124 
Cadastral Information Models and have based their models on standards, but applied to the needs 125 

of the country. 126 

One example of ongoing activities is the registration and visualization of property rights in the 127 
combined underground railway station and the City Hall, along with several technical installations 128 
and underground bicycle-parking, in Delft, the Netherlands [16]. The Land and City Hall, station hall 129 
with shops and installations, and tunnel and platforms are owned by different companies and Delft 130 
municipality. A 3D PDF document that contains legal and boundary descriptions is registered as a 131 
legal document in the Dutch property register. A study was made to determine how insight about 132 
multi-level ownership could be provided by proposing a solution for 3D cadastral registration. The 133 
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study explored the translation of ownership described in legal documents into legal volumes based 134 
on the architectural drawing of the buildings and the creation of 3D visualization of the 3D rights 135 

involved and registration in the interactive 3D PDF format. 136 

In Victoria, Australia, work is underway with a prototype for a digital model called ePlan 137 
Victoria. It is intended to be an interactive model that should show both legal and physical objects. A 138 
strategy has been developed for modernizing the Australian Cadastre to support an accurate and 139 
digital 3D cadastre that should enable the interested community to identify the location and extent 140 
of all RRRs related to land and real property [17]. Focus has so far mainly been on investigating the 141 
technical aspects including 3D data visualization, validation and modelling to support strata plans 142 
in ePlan.The legal and institutional aspects have not been studied to a great extent. Kalantari and 143 
Kalogianni [18] presented an approach to model the spatial counterpart of a future LADM-based 144 
national profile to be used when implementing a 3D Cadastre in Victoria, exploring the mapping of 145 
LADM classes with the ePlan concepts and the modelling of spatial information in ePlan and LADM.  146 

Another example of visualization of 3D property formation can be found in Shenzhen in China 147 
[19], where a 3D cadastral management prototype has been developed. It is claimed that the 3D 148 
cadastral administrative system has made great progress in practical applications, although there are 149 
still many difficulties and challenges, where 3D data integrity and more elaborate legal support are 150 

mentioned. 151 

In Sweden, all land is subdivided into real property units and recorded in the real property 152 
register [20] . The Swedish real property register includes two parts that are the cadastral index map 153 
in 2D and the land register [21]. With the development of high-rise buildings and the increasingly 154 
dense built-up areas, the complexity of ownership spaces with multi-storey buildings pose a 155 
challenge to the 2D index map [22]. In addition, even if the registration of 3D properties has been 156 
conducted since 2004, the 3D cadastral information such as the vertical extension is still registered 157 
with a brief description of height, e.g. between level “CA” +31.2 meters and level “CA” +55 meters 158 
on the construction drawing stored in the cadastral dossier [21]. Thus, the efficiency for searching 159 
and managing the Swedish 3D cadastre has not improved so far. It is still characterized by, in 160 
principle, being a 2D documentation and registration system of the legal boundaries and volumes. 161 

The registration of 3D cadastral information is closely related to the current national legal 162 
framework in Sweden and the physical buildings and other constructions in which they, in whole or 163 
in part, are located. It is therefore of interest to develop methods for representation and visualization 164 
of 3D cadastral boundaries and volumes in the national cadastre, in order to further support an 165 
integrated approach with e.g. BIM-GIS. A study within the Swedish strategic innovation program 166 
Smart Built Environment is looking at possibilities to better use 3D models and other 3D data 167 
throughout the different stages of the planning and building process; idea, detailed planning, 168 
property formation, building permits and management has focused on BIM for 3D property 169 
formation. The study pointed out three major fields in need of further investigation in the process of 170 
transferring from analogue 2D maps to a digital 3D cadastre and these are the legal matters, the 171 
financial aspects and the technical matters in form of data conversion and visualization [7]. Another 172 
study within Smart Built Environment is developing smart planning, construction and management 173 
processes throughout the life cycle and has focused on visualization of 3D data and 3D cadastral 174 

boundaries and proposed some further work to be done and some challenges to be solved [22]. 175 

2.2. Legal Model of 3D Cadastre 176 

The international standard LADM (ISO 19152:2012) is a conceptual model with descriptive use 177 
for recording and managing land administration data. It describes semantic information associated 178 
with RRRs affecting the land, buildings, and airspaces. With the increasing need of 3D cadastral 179 
information, LADM has been used widely around the world because it supports the 3D 180 
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representations of spatial units without adding any additional burden on the existing 2D 181 
representations [10]. The geospatial aspects of LADM follow the ISO/TC 211 conceptual model. 182 

LADM is organized into three packages and one sub-package: Party Package, Administrative 183 
Package, Spatial Unit Package, and the Surveying and Representation Subpackage of Spatial Unit 184 
Package [10]. The core of LADM is based on four basic classes: LA_Party, LA_RRR, LA_BAUnit, and 185 
LA_SpatialUnit, see Figure 1. LA_Party is the main class of the Party Package, which defines the actors 186 

such as people or organizations in the land administration. LA_RRR is used for modeling RRRs 187 
(hence the class name “LA_RRR”) in which e.g. the right may entitle an owner of a property, for 188 
certain purposes, to use a range of other owners' property or facility such as way, bridge, and 189 
lines. LA_BAUnit are basic administrative units that can be subdivided into several spatial units 190 

belonging to a party with the same LA_RRRs.  191 

 192 

Figure 1. The four basic classes of the core LADM ([10], p.9). 193 

As for the Spatial Unit package, it includes two main classes relevant to this study, namely 194 
LA_SpatialUnit and LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit. LA_SpatialUnit contains various spatial 195 
representations of ownership interests and it can be grouped into LA_SpatialUnitGroup or split into 196 
sub-spatial units. As a bridge to connect LADM with CityGML 3.0, LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit defines 197 
the building unit with legal spaces that may be used for different purposes (e.g. living or commercial) 198 
where a building or a part of it is not equivalent to the physical separation. It has to be noted that 199 
LADM describes the legal space or volume covered by the RRR, not the physical building or 200 
construction space or volume, but LA_SpatialUnit can be used to link the legal space to physical 201 
elements.  202 

The last package is the Surveying and Representation Subpackage that is mainly used for 203 
surveying spatial sources and representing geometries and topology [23]. The three key elements 204 
LA_Point, LA_BoundaryFaceString, and LA_BoundaryFace can be used for modeling boundaries of 205 
spatial units based on the different demands. For example, 2D spatial units like land parcels and 3D 206 
spatial units like 3D properties can be represented by LA_BoundaryFaceString and LA_BoundaryFace, 207 
respectively [10]. LA_Point represents a position observed by terrestrial surveying. 208 

2.3. Models of 3D Physical Space 209 

2.3.1. Building Information Models (BIM) 210 

BIM is a digital representation of buildings and building components in the lifecycle phases [8]. 211 
Moreover, BIM is not only a model or tool, but also a process and technology. BIM can support and 212 
improve various business practices for different actors, such as improving collaboration, increasing 213 
building performance and quality, synchronizing the planning and procurement of design and 214 
construction, improving energy efficiency and sustainability, and reducing time and cost [8, 24]. ISO 215 
has recently published the ISO 19650:2018 series Part 1 - Concepts and principles and Part 2 - Delivery 216 
phase of the assets [25, 26]; while Part 3 - Operational phase of assets, Part 4 - Information exchange, 217 
and Part 5 - security-minded approach to information management are under development. 218 
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buildingSMART has developed international open standards for the building industry 219 
worldwide, such as IFC, International Framework for Dictionaries (IFD) and Information Delivery 220 
Manual (IDM)/Model View Definitions (MVD). These open standards for BIM specify the 221 
terminology, identify the process and enable digital storage for interoperability [27]. IFC is an open 222 
international standard for BIM, which can exchange and share information among software 223 
applications by many different stakeholders [9]. It can describe installation, construction and 224 
operation in a logical way. The IFC standard ISO 16739-1:2018 (previous version ISO 16739:2013) 225 
defines required data for buildings over the life cycle, which is represented as an EXPRESS schema 226 
and an XML schema (XSD) [9]. It can be encoded in various electronic formats, for example STEP 227 
Physical File (SPF), XML and JSON. The IFC standard decomposes the data model in a completely 228 
hierarchical structure. IfcRoot is the most abstract superclass containing three major classes 229 
IfcPropertyDefinition, IfcRelationship and IfcObjectDefinition, where the last one has a grand subtype 230 
IfcProduct [9]. IfcProduct is an abstract class that represents spatial and physical context covered in the 231 
subclasses IfcSpatialStructureElement or IfcElement, respectively. In our study we use the class IfcSpace 232 

for defining the cadastral boundaries, where IfcSpace is a subclass to IfcSpatialStructureElement. 233 

In the IFC standard, spaces are defined as areas or volumes bounded actually or theoretically 234 
that provide for certain functions within a building [28]. Space boundaries are virtual objects used to 235 
calculate quantities for analysis related to spaces or rooms in buildings, including three levels: 1st 236 
Level Space Boundaries, 2nd Level Space Boundaries and 3rd Level Space Boundaries. Usually, IfcSpace 237 
and IfcSlab (subtype of IfcBuildingElement) are two common element types used to convert simple 238 

geometries in IFC to equivalent geometries in CityGML. 239 

Nowadays, BIM/IFC has been used as geometry model and integrated with 3D cadastre. For 240 
instance, Atazadeh et al. [29] explored the feasibility of using BIM to model the boundaries of 241 
ownership spaces inside buildings and identified relevant geometric and semantic IFC entities. They 242 
developed and implemented a BIM prototype that demonstrated the advantages of BIM to represent 243 
different types of building ownership boundaries compared with 2D plans of subdivision. However, 244 
the authors pointed out that BIM models are usually prepared by architects in the design phase, 245 
which could be different from the real building ownership boundaries after construction in practice. 246 
Oldfield et al. [30] defined requirements, modelled a collaborative process through the IDM and 247 
mapped the data model between the LADM and IFC. The IfcSpace entity was mapped to 248 
LA_SpatialUnit in LADM. They suggested that the IFC models, as physical models to generate 3D 249 
cadastre, could be manually developed and tailored to Land Registry requirements. Further research 250 
of Atazadeh et al. [31] developed BIM-based queries for interrogating questions about the legal 251 

ownership of properties inside multistory buildings. 252 

2.3.2. City Models 253 

The CityGML specification is commonly used to represent semantic and geometric properties of 254 
3D city models for several applications such as urban planning, 3D cadastre, facility management 255 
and environmental simulations [32-34]. CityGML is an XML-based open standardized geometry 256 
model, which supports storages and exchange of 3D spatial data effectively [33]. There are five 257 
defined Levels of Detail (LOD) in current CityGML 2.0 from LOD0 (2D footprint representations) to 258 
LOD4 (interior and exterior architectural models), which multiply represents relations of objects. 259 
However, CityGML is designed to keep a minimum number of common features with a slim core 260 
data model, which means that for some specific application fields additional information is required 261 
and needs to be modelled [35]. To support additional requirements by certain use cases CityGML 2.0 262 
developed a built-in mechanism Application Domain Extension (ADE) [36], which can be utilized for 263 
cadastral applications [37]. For example, Góźdź et al. [11] elaborated object relationships from the 264 
legal and physical world as well as building geometry in LOD1 for visualization of legal spaces. 265 
Because it is difficult to describe the legal information about spatial objects in CityGML 2.0, a 266 
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CityGML-LADM ADE model was implemented to provide relations between spatial objects from 267 
legal and physical world. 268 

To better interoperate with other standards like IFC, LADM and IndoorGML a new version of 269 
CityGML is proposed denoted CityGML 3.0 [37]; Figure 2 illustrates the CityGML 3.0 package 270 
diagram and their relationships. All data models and XML Schemas have been derived from UML 271 
diagrams.  272 

 273 

Figure 2. CityGML 3.0 package diagram and their relationships [38]. 274 

Compared to CityGML 2.0, the LODs have been revised, which removes LOD4 and only LOD0 275 
to LOD3 remains. The outside shell of a building and the interior structure are possible modelled and 276 
represented in different LOD [37]. Moreover, the Core model has been revised to implement the new 277 
LOD concept and represents spatial information semantically and thematically using two pivotal 278 
abstract classes AbstractSpace and AbstractSpaceBoundary. Of major interest to 3D cadastre 279 
management is the class AbstractLogicalSpace that enables modelling of logical spaces, i.e. spaces that 280 
not necessarily have physical boundaries such as legal spaces in a cadastre. Of further interest to this 281 
study is the new CityGML module Construction which defines common concepts of man-made 282 
constructions such as buildings, bridges, tunnels and other constructions. The Construction module 283 
defines an AbstractConstructiveElement to facilitate IFC to CityGML conversions by enabling mapping 284 
of constructive elements from IFC classes into CityGML, for example IfcWall, IfcRoof, and IfcSlab [37]. 285 
However, the final version of CityGML 3.0 has not been adopted (in September 2019). 286 

2.3.3. Converting BIM Data to 3D City Model Data 287 
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BIM and 3D GIS are designed and developed independently to serve different purposes and 288 
used in different tools. BIM is a symbolic representation and more focuses on the building element 289 
properties with details rather than abstract spatial entities. While a 3D city model can model large 290 
scale data up to entire cities, even countries. Because the cadastre is also used in urban planning and 291 
management, there are limitations of BIM for visualizing and analyzing the 3D cadastre on city level. 292 
On the other hand, there are some overlap between BIM and 3D city models because they specify 293 
semantic data and both domains model buildings and constructions [39]. Thus, the integration of BIM 294 
and 3D city model is mutually beneficial for comprehensive 3D city modelling. The conversion of 295 
BIM data to city model data has shown a growing interest in different applications such as urban 296 
planning, construction, facilitate management, building permits, and 3D cadastre [34, 40-43]. Donkers 297 
et al. [44] addressed conversion from geometry aspects and developed an automatic conversion 298 
method from IFC to CityGML LOD3. Sun et al. [34] proposed a methodology to formalize the 299 
geometric aspects of the integration of BIM data into 3D city models based on the developed 300 
modelling guidelines. 301 

However, due to different data structures, converting BIM to 3D city models without losing data 302 
is extremely difficult. Stouffs et al. [45] defined a Triple Graph Grammar (TGG) to formally relate IFC 303 
and CityGML semantically and geometrically. In their approach, they are using a CityGML ADE to 304 
minimize the information loss in the conversion.  305 

Some implementations for converting BIM to CityGML models are available, for example 306 
IfcExplorer CityGML Export (IFCExplorer 2018, an extension to the open source BIMserver) and 307 
Feature Manipulation Engine (FME, an extract, transform, and load tool) from SAFE Software. Many 308 
studies implemented models conversion by using FME framework [34, 43, 46, 47].  309 

According to the literature review, those studies have proposed the registration and 310 
visualization of 3D cadastre with different physical models. However, those research results in 311 
general did not provide details about how to utilize physical models in representing and visualizing 312 
cadastral information through different organizations in terms of legal and practical perspectives.  313 

3. A General Framework for Integrating Cadastral Information with BIM and 3D GIS 314 

Today the cadastral surveying units, AEC companies and city-surveying units share information 315 
in the property formation and management process. However, this information is, at least in Sweden, 316 
still often in paper or PDF-format. In case there are digital data, they are often in 2D (e.g. 2D index 317 
maps, section drawings, etc.). There is a trend that these organizations use more international 318 
standards for their data and also that 3D standards such as IFC and CityGML are supported. Below 319 
we propose a general framework for the integration of cadastral information with BIM and GIS to 320 
support information sharing between these organizations in practice. In Section 3.1, we formulate the 321 
requirements of such a framework including legal perspective, reference system and visualization 322 
requirements. Then in Section 3.2, we describe the general framework, which we implement and 323 
evaluate in a case study as described in Section 4.  324 

3.1 Requirements from 3D Cadastral Perspectives of the General Framework 325 

In this section, we formulate the requirements from legal and technical perspectives which are 326 
important from 3D cadastral perspectives. According to van Oosterom and Shojaei et al. [2, 48], the 327 
perspectives are broken down into six topics as described below.  328 

1) Organizational perspective 329 
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In a life-cycle project, the implementation of each phase involves many organizations, which 330 

requires close coordination between various units. It is important to clearly define the functions and 331 

responsibilities of each organization, so that they can perform their duties and collaborate with each 332 

other. The aim of this framework is to facilitate digital data exchange between the cadastral surveying 333 

units, AEC companies and city-surveying units. In order to simplify and optimize the procedures of 334 

3D cadastre, the cadastral units should guide and adjust other units for improving communications 335 

and efficiency.   336 

2) Legal perspective 337 

The legal perspective plays a main and basic role in real 3D cadastral information systems and 338 
applications. Kitsakis et al. [49] presented the different legal concepts regarding 3D real property in 339 
the examined countries and the characteristic features of 3D cadastre within each country’s legal and 340 
cadastral framework, based on their national experiences. According to their research, 3D cadastre 341 
requires to [49]: 342 

 re-define real property in 3D space using unambiguous 3D terminology;  343 

 establish legal instruments to subdivide;  344 

 consolidate and manage 3D real property;  345 

 introduce 3D Public Law Regulations (PLR);  346 

 amend cadastral survey procedures and data recording to incorporate 3D characteristics of 347 

real property;  348 

 transit current 2D real property to 3D. 349 

It is important that these requirements are supported in our framework. 350 

3) Coordinate reference system and height system 351 

The reference system of 2D cadastral mapping usually uses a national reference spatial 352 
coordinate system. In many European countries, the international (continental) and global reference 353 
spatial coordinate systems are becoming more important to facilitate spatial data exchange at the 354 

international level [4]. 355 

3D cadastre includes 3D real property units that are bounded horizontally and vertically as a 356 

space volume. In other words, the 3D (X, Y, Z) coordinate system should be provided and used in 3D 357 

cadastral systems with planar coordinates in the national planar system, and absolute and relative 358 

heights in the national height reference system [4]. To serve various needs, different height 359 

information should be measured by land surveyors and provided both in current 2D dossiers and 3D 360 

cadastral models. Furthermore, to satisfy the accurate quality of 3D cadastre, the height requirements 361 

may be re-defined. 362 

4) Data standards 363 

Current registration has limitations in representing the actual extent of complicated 3D property 364 

units especially in complex building situations. With the development and advantages of 3D physical 365 

models, it is efficient and accurate to integrate legal and physical models in order to improve the 366 

representation and visualization of the 3D cadastre. Therefore, the data standard of 3D cadastral 367 

models should adopt both legal and physical model standards. It is essential and benefit that open 368 

standards are used for all of these models.  369 
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5) Geometry 370 

The 3D cadastral data model is an integrated model, which should represent its geometry legally 371 

and physically. A boundary representing the limit of an entity is most commonly used in the context 372 

of geometry. In 3D cadastral geometry, a closed volume is used to represent a legal space and should 373 

be physically bounded with precise property boundaries and heights. Note that the 3D physical 374 

object is usually smaller than the legal space related to this object. It is important to realize that the 375 

volumes should include both physical construction parts and associated legal spaces in the air and 376 

underground, containing for example protruding building parts. 377 

6) Users and user requirements 378 

Various users and their specific needs are the motivation to build a 3D cadastral model. Pouliot 379 
et al. (2018) summarized the user of 3D cadastre, and user requirements as given in Table 1; 380 

requirements that we adopt to our framework. 381 

Table 1. Users and user requirements [50]. 382 

User types Requirements 

General public 

Identify 3D property 

Understand the 3D geometry 

Locate and compare 

Measure and perform spatial analysis 

Control accuracy 

Interact 

Integrate with other applications 

Land registry 

Local governments 

Land surveyors, notaries, land lawyers 

AEC companies 

Land and urban planners 

Property developers 

Building management 

Real estate agents 

3.2 Overview of the General Framework 383 

In this paper, we propose a vision of the general framework for integrating cadastre with BIM 384 

and GIS in practice (Figure 3) that supports the requirements above. We adopt the LADM standard 385 

for cadastral information, and the IFC and CityGML standards for physical models; they are all open 386 

standards as requested. 387 

The LADM database will act as the cadastral database to fulfill the legal requirements. To 388 

represent legal spaces physically, an IFC model is used as a bridge to link the physical spaces to 389 

LADM. IFC also supports representations of closed volumes which is a geometric requirement. If the 390 

original IFC models from AEC Company are as-built models, simplification of pre-processing is 391 

needed to delete unnecessary building elements for clearly identifying boundaries and reducing 392 

model size. The edited IFC model, on one hand will integrate LADM to generate an IFC-LADM 393 

model for cadastral visualization on building level to satisfy users’ requirements. On the other hand, 394 

to visualize 3D cadastre on the city level, the IFC model will be converted to CityGML format. Note 395 

that the transfer of coordinate systems should be unified in this conversion process. Then, the 396 

CityGML model will be integrated with LADM to create a CityGML-LADM model used to e.g. 397 

identify 3D properties and to locate and compare them (user requirements in Table 1).     398 
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 399 

Figure 3. The general framework for integrating cadastre with BIM and GIS. 400 

To facilitate the general framework, the following basic steps are required: 401 

(1) Creating a LADM file containing the legal attribute information; 402 

(2) Specifying 3D property boundaries in IFC; 403 

(3) Connecting and visualizing IFC and LADM at building level; 404 

(4) Converting IFC to CityGML data; 405 

(5) Connecting and visualizing CityGML and LADM at city level; 406 

In the case study below, we implement all of these steps as a proof of concept of our general 407 

framework. 408 

4. Methodology and Case Study 409 

In this section we describe a methodology to realize the general framework in Figure 3. At the 410 
same time we exemplify the steps by using a case study. The scripts are released 411 
https://github.com/TestbedLU/Article-LADM-IFC-CityGML under the open source license Berkley 412 
Software Distribution BSD https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause. We are not allowed to 413 
provide some of the data, e.g. the BIM model.  414 

4.1 Study Area and Data in the Case Study 415 

https://github.com/TestbedLU/Article-LADM-IFC-CityGML
https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause
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A newly built multistore building located in Malmö, Sweden, called Multihuset, is used as a case 416 
study of the general framework. Multihuset is a six storey building that comprises approximately 417 
19,800 square meters. The building is complex and basically built a large parking garage on all sides 418 
with varied functional content including housing, offices, health center, child care center, grocery 419 
store, pharmacy, preschool and café. Multihuset is divided into two property units: Bryggan 1 420 
containing housing and Bryggan 2 containing other functions: grocery store, health center, P-house, 421 
preschool, office and pharmacy. In this case study we only study the physical extent of the 3D 422 
property units on the fifth story.  423 

The legal information of the 3D registered property of Multihuset is stored in 2D documents 424 
including an index map (Figure 4) with coordinates of space boundaries (reference system is 425 
SWEREF99 13 30), cadastral dossiers including verbal descriptions of boundaries, property areas, 426 
heights in the national reference system height system RH2000 (Figure 5) and construction plans 427 
(Figure 8). Figure 5 gives a brief description of the location in height between level around “+ 24.71 428 
meter” and “+ 33.87 meter” (“ca” means around). A subset of the 3D city model in LOD 2 over Malmö 429 
was obtained from Malmö municipality. The 3D city model was delivered in Trimble SketchUp 430 
format and includes the area around the building Multihuset. Figure 6 shows the BIM model (from 431 
a late stage in the construction process, almost a completed relational handling BIM model) which 432 
was delivered in IFC 2*3 format from NCC Company. Finally, Figure 7 shows the 2D cadastral index 433 
map.  434 

 435 

Figure 4. Cadastral map of Multihuset, Malmö, Sweden (Source: Malmö municipality). 436 
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 437 

Figure 5. Parts of textual 3D information (in Swedish) in Multihuset cadastral document 438 

(Source: Malmö municipality). 439 

 

 

Figure 6. IFC model shown in Revit 

(Source: NCC Company). 

Figure 7. 2D cadastral index map (Source: 

Malmö municipality). Note that this index map 

does not show the subdivision of the property 

Bryggan. 

Figure 8 shows the construction map of the fifth storey in Multihuset (marked as "Plan 15" in the 440 
cadastral dossiers). Green lines are the property boundaries that divide this floor into two property 441 
units: Bryggan 1 and Bryggan 2. Note that the boundary lines in different floors are not the same and 442 

not completely following building elements like walls. Red areas marked with ○S  are for the use of 443 

easement, while blue areas are easements for evacuation route. 444 
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 445 

Figure 8. Example of CAD construction plans in Multihuset as part of the actual property 446 

formation dossier, green lines representing property boundaries (Source: NCC Company). 447 

4.2 Step 1: Create a LADM File Containing the Legal Attribute Information 448 

In a future scenario, the cadastral unit will store the legal attribute information in a LADM model 449 
directly in the property formation process. However, in this case study we extract information from 450 
a standard cadastral dossier to fill information into the LADM model.  451 

According to the construction map and legal information, we created a LADM UML using the 452 
software Enterprise Architect (Sparx Systems, Creswick, Australia). Figure 9 shows the classes of 453 
LADM and their associated relationships. In this study, there were six elements defined in the XSD 454 
file, which corresponded to the six classes in the UML diagram of LADM. There were two attributes 455 
in the LA_Party class: “pID” (M166297) was the case number saved in the cadastral units; and type 456 
was the natural person. Multihuset is the basic administrative unit represented with “uID” (166297) 457 
in LA_BAUnit, which was subdivided into two property units Bryggan 1 and Bryggan 2 sharing the 458 
right. The LA_SpatialUnit contained various spatial representations and defined the attributes of 459 
Bryggan 1 and Bryggan 2 with “suID” (29701 and 29702) respectively. According to the construction 460 
maps in cadastral dossiers, each plan had different property boundaries. The specialization 461 
LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit of LA_SpatialUnit defined the legal spaces of Plan 15. Moreover, its 462 
attribute “buID” (297011501 and 297021501) inherited from “suID” could be used to link the legal 463 

spaces to physical elements, more details shown in Section 4.4 and Section 4.6.  464 
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 465 

Figure 9. LADM UML and the associated relationships between the classes. 466 

The geometric classes LA_BoundaryFace and LA_BoundaryFaceString were also defined in the 467 
XSD file for ensuring the structural integrity, even though there was no geometric attribute involved. 468 
Apart from the classes, their corresponding attributes were also generated as sub-elements contained 469 

in a "sequence" model group within the definition. As shown in Figure 10, element 470 

LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit was extracted from the corresponding class in the LADM UML. Its 471 
attributes area, “buID”, type, and volume were defined in a "sequence" group.  472 

 473 
Figure 10. Definition of LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit within the XSD file. 474 

With the XSD file, an XML instance can be generated by using the Liquid Studio (Liquid 475 

Technologies, Bradford, UK), in which attributes were assigned according to the information stored 476 

class LADM

«FeatureType»

LA_BAUnit

+ name = Multihuset

+ uID = 166297

«FeatureType»

Multihuset: LA_SpatialUnit

+ area = 3571 m2

+ dimension = 3D

+ label = 16629701

+ name = Bryggan 1

+ suID = 29701

«FeatureType»

Bryggan 1: LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit

+ area = 612.987 m2

+ buID = 297011501

+ type = individual

+ volume = 2367.365 m3

«FeatureType»

LA_Right

+ share = 1/2

+ type = ownership

«FeatureType»

LA_Party

+ pID = M166297

+ type = naturalPerson

«FeatureType»

Multihuset: LA_SpatialUnit

+ area = 20092 m2

+ dimension = 3D

+ label = 16629702

+ name = Bryggan 2

+ suID = 29702

«FeatureType»

Bryggan 2: LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit

+ area = 3152.604 m2

+ buID = 297021501

+ type = individual

+ volume = 16610.253 m3

ParcelLevel: LA_Level

+ registerType = all
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in the cadastral dossier. Considering that the relationships among classes cannot be mapped on the 477 

XSD file, an extra attribute “foreign key” was added manually as well. As shown in Figure 11, “suID” 478 

was a foreign key to connect LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit with LA_SpatialUnit. Since the geometry in 479 

LADM was not involved in this study, the classes LA_BoundaryFace and LA_BoundaryFaceString were 480 

not generated in the XML file.  481 

 482 

Figure 11. Part of a referenced XML document defined LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit in LADM. 483 

After importing the XML file into FME Workbench (Safe Software, Vancouver, Canada), the 484 
elements were matched as corresponding feature types (LA_Party, LA_Right, LA_BAUnit, 485 
LA_SpatialUnit and LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit). The LADM database, namely LADM_DB can then 486 
be created by integrating all imported feature types together. This database reduced the complexity 487 
for combining cadastral information with 3D models to some degree. Figure 12 shows a LADM 488 

database that merges all feature types into one table. 489 

 490 

Figure 12. Cadastral information stored in LADM database. 491 

4.3 Step 2: Specify 3D Property Boundaries in IFC 492 

To specify the 3D property boundaries in the IFC model, the original model needed to be 493 

simplified and then appended with space elements that describe the extent of the 3D properties. In this 494 

study, the property boundaries include both outside property lines surrounding the building and inside 495 

property lines dividing the building into two property units. Each property unit should contain the 3D 496 

volumes’ both physical construction parts and associated legal spaces above ground and underground. 497 

However, the property boundaries for each plan and the heights were not unique due to the 498 

construction. Thus, it was necessary for manual corrections in Revit when separating spaces accurately. 499 

Related to the 3D property units Bryggan 1 and Bryggan 2, zone elements were generated by grouping 500 

spaces. Both IfcSpace and IfcZone of IFC 2*3 format were exported from Revit in order to connect LADM 501 

and visualize the integrated cadastral model at building level. Figure 13 illustrated IFC spaces model 502 

of Plan 15 defining 3D property boundaries both inside and outside the building, corresponding to 503 

Figure 8.  504 
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 505 

Figure 13. IFC spaces model of Plan 15 (corresponding to Figure 8), defining 3D property 506 

boundaries both inside and outside the building. The green areas for Bryggan 1 and the grey areas 507 

for Bryggan 2 including red areas (the use of easements) and yellow areas (easements for 508 

evacuation route). 509 

4.4 Step 3: Connect and Visualize IFC and LADM at Building Level 510 

The IFC model and LADM were integrated via the IfcSpace entity in FME. Because there is no 511 
geometric information stored in the digital cadastral database, only attributes were used to connect 512 
IFC and LADM. Related to the LADM database shown in Figure 12, the attribute name (Bryggan 1 513 
and Bryggan 2) was chosen as the key to link with the attribute IfcZone in the IFC model. However, 514 
FME does not support to read and link IfcZone directly. Thus, IfcSpace had to be managed as Property 515 
Units and then filtered into the two groups Bryggan 1 and Bryggan 2 for integration with LADM. 516 
Figure shows the integrated IFC-LADM model with the table of attributes. 517 
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 518 

Figure 14. The integrated IFC-LADM model with the table of attributes. 519 

4.5 Step 4: Convert IFC to CityGML Data  520 

To simulate a situation where an existing 3D city model is updated with a newly constructed 521 
building and integrated with cadastral data, the city model first had to be imported into FME and 522 
converted from Trimble SketchUp format to CityGML 3.0 geometries (GML 3.2.1). The geometry 523 
conversion was performed with a GeometryExtractor transformer. To update the 3D city model with 524 
the building Multihuset, the IFC model was first converted to a LOD2 CityGML 3.0 building model. 525 
This conversion was done by extracting the three main external roof surfaces (IfcSlab elements) of the 526 
building and creating wall surfaces from these roof surfaces down to ground level with the method 527 
used in [43]. This resulted in the LOD2 CityGML 3.0 building model in Figure 15 that was used to 528 
update the 3D city model. 529 

 530 

Figure 15. LOD2 CityGML 3.0 building model of Multihuset (cf. IFC model in Figure 13). 531 

To convert the cadaster data from IFC to CityGML 3.0, the IfcSpace elements representing legal 532 
spaces (described in Section 4.3) were imported to FME and the geometries were converted to solid 533 
GML 3.2.1 geometries (LOD1) with the GeometryExtractor transformer. A logical space in CityGML 534 
3.0 is an abstract superclass (AbstractLogicalSpace) in the core module (Figure 17) which means that 535 
no logical space elements can be directly created. In this study we modeled the legal spaces with the 536 
CityGML 3.0 class BuildingUnit, which is a subclass to AbstractBuildingSubdivision, in the Building 537 
module (Figure 17; see Section 4.6 for more details). The attribute gml:id that was derived from the 538 

IfcSpace element in the IFC file was used as unique identifier for the individual legal spaces and the 539 
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attribute class was used to state which cadastral unit (Bryggan 1 or Bryggan 2) a legal space belongs 540 
to (See Figure 16).  541 

 542 

Figure 16. Part of the CityGML 3.0 file illustrating how the BuildingUnit (logical space) with ID 543 

“Space_1” belonging to cadaster unit “Bryggan 2” is modeled. 544 

To enable searches on cadaster unit level the class CityObjectGroup (from the CityObjectGroup 545 
module in CityGML 3.0) was utilized and two groups were created: Bryggan 1 and Bryggan 2. A 546 
CityObjectGroup includes the links to all legal spaces (gml:id) that belongs to a given group but no 547 
geometries. Finally, all cadastral data were added to the CityGML 3.0 file to integrate it with the 3D 548 
city model. 549 

4.6 Step 5: Connect and Visualize CityGML and LADM at City Level 550 

According to the new functionalities of CityGML 3.0, we first created a CityGML UML diagram 551 
with new Core, Building and Construction modules and then connected with the LADM UML (Figure 9). 552 
Figure 17 shows the UML diagram for integration of CityGML 3.0 with LADM at the conceptual level, 553 

where the super class AbstractBuilding is associated with the superclass LA_BAUnit from LADM. In the 554 
new Core model, two pivotal abstract classes Space and SpaceBoundary can model all spatial 555 
representations [37]. The class AbstractLogicalSpace that can be used to define spaces according to legal 556 
considerations instead of physical objects. In addition, LA_SpatialUnit is associated with 557 
AbstractBuildingSubdivision (the subclass of AbstractLogicalSpace) that represents BuildingUnit e.g. 558 
apartments and public spaces. Storey is also taken as a logical subdivision due to the vaguely boundaries 559 
of slabs. Considering that there is only one storey involved in this study, LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit is 560 
associated with BuildingUnit.  561 
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 562 

Figure 17. The UML diagram for integration of CityGML 3.0 with LADM. 563 

CityGML 3.0 and LADM can be integrated from two aspects; geometric aspect and attribute aspect. 564 
For this study, the approach for combing these two standards relies on the attribute value since there is 565 
no geometric information stored in the digital cadastral database. Figure 18 shows the attribute 566 
information extracted from CityGML 3.0 where the BuildingUnit.id was derived from the gml_id of 567 
BuildingUnit automatically (Figure 18b). The legal spaces (Figure 18b) can be grouped into two 568 
cadastral units in CityObjectGroup (Figure 18a).  569 

    570 

Figure 18. Attribute information extracted from different feature types in CityGML 3.0. 571 

class CityGML- LADM

AbstractFeatureWithLifespan

«FeatureType»

Core::AbstractCityObject

«Property»

+ relativeToTerrain: RelativeToTerrain [0..1]

+ relativeToWater: RelativeToWater [0..1]

«FeatureType»

Core::AbstractSpace

«Property»

+ occupancyDaytime: Integer [0..1]

+ occupancyNighttime: Integer [0..1]

+ spaceType: SpaceType [0..1]

«FeatureType»

Core::AbstractSpaceBoundary

«FeatureType»

Core::

AbstractPhysicalSpace

«FeatureType»

Core::

AbstractLogicalSpace

«FeatureType»

Core::

AbstractThematicSurface

«FeatureType»

Core::AbstractVoidSurface

«FeatureType»

Core::

AbstractOccupiedSpace

«FeatureType»

Core::

AbstractUnoccupiedSpace

«FeatureType»

Core::AbstractVoid

«FeatureType»

Construction::

AbstractConstructionSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

ConstructionSpace

«FeatureType»

Construction::

WallSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

GroundSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

FloorSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

RoofSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

InteriorWallSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

CeilingSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

OuterCeilingSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

OuterFloorSurface

«FeatureType»

Construction::

AbstractConstructiveElement

«FeatureType»

Core::Address

AbstractConstruction

«FeatureType»

Building::AbstractBuilding

«Property»

+ class: Code [0..1]

+ function: Code [0..*]

+ roofType: Code [0..1]

+ storeyHeightsAboveGround: MeasureOrNilReasonList [0..1]

+ storeyHeightsBelowGround: MeasureOrNilReasonList [0..1]

+ storeysAboveGround: Integer [0..1]

+ storeysBelowGround: Integer [0..1]

+ usage: Code [0..*]

«FeatureType»

Building::Room

«Property»

+ class: Code [0..1]

+ function: Code [0..*]

+ roomHeight: RoomHeight [0..*]

+ usage: Code [0..*]

«FeatureType»

Building::BuildingPart

AbstractTopLevelCityObject

«FeatureType»

Building::Building

«FeatureType»

Building::AbstractBuildingSubdivision

«Property»

+ class: Code [0..1]

+ elevation: Elevation [0..*]

+ function: Code [0..*]

+ sortKey: Real [0..1]

+ usage: Code [0..*]

«FeatureType»

Building::Storey

«FeatureType»

Building::BuildingUnit

«FeatureType»

Building::

BuildingConstructiveElement

«Property»

+ class: Code [0..1]

+ function: Code [0..*]

+ usage: Code [0..*]

«FeatureType»

LADM::LA_BAUnit

+ name = Multihuset

+ uID = 166297

«FeatureType»

LADM::Multihuset: LA_SpatialUnit

+ area = 3571 m2

+ dimension = 3D

+ label = 16629701

+ name = Bryggan 1

+ suID = 29701

«FeatureType»

LADM::Bryggan 1: LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit

+ area = 612.987 m2

+ buID = 297011501

+ type = individual

+ volume = 2367.365 m3

«FeatureType»

LADM::LA_Right

+ share = 1/2

+ type = ownership

«FeatureType»

LADM::LA_Party

+ pID = M166297

+ type = naturalPerson

«FeatureType»

LADM::Multihuset: LA_SpatialUnit

+ area = 20092 m2

+ dimension = 3D

+ label = 16629702

+ name = Bryggan 2

+ suID = 29702

«FeatureType»

LADM::Bryggan 2: LA_LegalSpaceBuildingUnit

+ area = 3152.604 m2

+ buID = 297021501

+ type = individual

+ volume = 16610.253 m3

*

+buildingSubdivisionConstructiveElement

«Property»

*

+opening

«Property» *

*
+room

«Property»
*

+bounds

«Property»

*

{subsets bounds}

+boundary

«Property»

*

{subsets

boundary}

+opening

«Property»

*

1

+buildingSubdivision

«Property»

*

*

+interiorRoom

«Property»

*

+buildingSpace

«Property»
1..*

+bounds

«Property»*
+boundary

«Property» *

+storey

«Property»*

+buildingUnit

«Property»
*

+boundary

«Property»

*

+bounds

«Property»

*

{subsets

bounds}

+boundary

«Property»

*

{subsets

boundary}

*

+address

«Property»

*

*

+address

«Property»*

*

+buildingPart

«Property» *

*

+buildingConstructiveElement

«Property»

*

 
(a) Extracted from CityObjectGroup 

(b) Extracted from BuildingUnit 
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As for integrating attributes between CityGML 3.0 and LADM, the main step is to find common 572 
keys from the corresponding table. According to the UML diagram (Figure 17) and the feature types in 573 

CityGML 3.0, both CityObjctGroup and BuildingUnit can be integrated with LADM in this study. The 574 
gml_id (derived from CityObjctGroup in CityGML) and the name (from LADM) can be used as the 575 
common keys for integration (Figure 19). Note that the prefix grp from CityObjctGroup (Figure 18) is 576 
removed to enable a join with name from LADM (Figure 19).  577 

 578 

Figure 19. Integration of CityGML 3.0 with LADM based on CityObjectGroup. 579 

To represent a single logical space in the CityGML 3.0 file the class BuildingUnit is used and, in 580 
addition to attributes, geometries are defined in BuildingUnit. As shown in Figure 20, cadastral 581 
information can be visualized in a 3D city model when the corresponding building part is selected. 582 
Since the legal spaces (BuildingUnit) are subdivided into units smaller than the cadastral unit, the same 583 
cadastral information has to be repeated multiple times for connecting it with building units. In terms 584 
of BuildingUnit, the attribute class (from CityGML) and the attribute name (from LADM) are taken as 585 
keys for the integration.  586 

 587 
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Figure 20. A simplified 3D cadastral index map based on integration of CityGML 3.0 and LADM 588 

DB with neighboring buildings. Bryggan 1 is in green color and Bryggan 2 in yellow. This should be 589 

compared with the current 2D cadastral index map in Figure 7. 590 

5. Discussion 591 

The proposed general framework and the formulated requirements were evaluated by 592 
implementing the case study for the IFC model of the building Multihuset and associated 3D 593 
cadastre. The results were generally satisfying with regards to the aspects discussed below. The 594 
discussion is solely based on the authors’ experience and knowledge (which is broad since the 595 
authors come both from the fields of cadastre and geodata/BIM), no external assessment has been 596 
performed. 597 

1) Organizational and legal perspectives 598 

The cadastral surveying units should work on introducing 3D Public Law Regulations (PLR), 599 
establishing legal instruments to subdivide, and consolidating and managing 3D real property where 600 
needed. However, these instruments are often already in place, which leaves for example 601 
organizational matters to be developed and coordinated. Cadastral survey procedures should be 602 
developed when it comes to the coordination and collaboration between involved parties, which all 603 
bring their own data and documentation to the integration and visualization of the 3D cadastre. A 604 
major question is which party should take responsibility to redefine real property in 3D space using 605 
unambiguous 3D terminology, in particular who should store and update the model and the related 606 
data. In the transition from current 2D real property to 3D, the two-dimensional data has to be 607 
converted to be used in a 3D environment and the information is often a result of older and more 608 

recent analogue and digital material, which then has to be inserted into a 3D cadastre model.  609 

Obviously, it is difficult to completely represent real property only by 3D cadastral models. 610 
Through the case study, a proper method would be to maintain 2D cadastral dossiers, then generate 611 
a LADM profile in order to store and integrate cadastral data with physical models at the conceptual 612 
level and at the geometric level visualizing in 3D. In addition, not every storey has a detailed 613 
description of property boundaries in the cadastral dossiers, which makes it harder to identify 614 
property boundaries legally. For example, in some structure plans, the property boundaries are 615 
located along wall elements but without unambiguous descriptions for example along the 616 
inside/middle/outside of a wall. On the other hand, a boundary which is very precisely modelled will 617 
increase the risk of disagreeing with the building in relation to the plan. Previous research [22] shows 618 
that changes to current legislation and regulations might be necessary to enable the use of 3D digital 619 
data, and decisions on an organizational level might have to be made, e.g. when it comes to where 620 
the original data should be saved and who should have access to it. To obtain a uniform 3D cadastre 621 
the level of detail and information should be specified and agreed by all involved parties. Both quality 622 
and accuracy of the data is of importance in such decisions. 623 

2) Coordinate reference system and height system 624 

The coordinates showed in the index map (Figure 4) are different from the construction plans 625 
(Figure 8). The reason is that the index map is surveyed and recorded in the coordinate system by 626 
geodetic methods while the construction plans were usually created via CAD in the engineering 627 
system by AEC companies, which makes the relative difference with a couple of centimeters due to 628 
transformation.  629 

3) Data standards 630 

For visualizing basic property units, IFC models should first be simplified. The edited IFC 631 
models are much easier to be accomplished by AEC companies, rather than the cadastral units. In 632 
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order to identify property boundaries, a lower level of detail is sufficient, for example LOD 1 or LOD 633 
2. Moreover, if the building parts share property rights, it is necessary to create a specific and 634 
complete UML model to integrate with physical models. This part should be done by cadastral units 635 
considering both conceptual and geometric aspects in LADM. 636 

The results show that the efficiency for combining CityGML 3.0 with LADM is good. The new class 637 
AbstractLogicalSpace reduces the complexity of integrating procedures and increases the interoperability 638 
between the two standards; for that reason it is not required to create an ADE as it is for CityGML 2.0 639 
(cf. [11]).  640 

4) Geometry 641 

In the case study, the upper-left corner of Multihuset (except for the ground floor) is outside the 642 
property boundaries after construction (see Figure 13), which results in measured areas/volumes that 643 

are larger than calculated areas/volumes. On the other hand, the space boundaries drawn in the 644 
construction plans by cadastral units may clip wall or other elements without considering the 645 
construction structure. That will also cause ambiguous problems of the property management. 646 

Therefore, it is essential to amend cadastral survey procedures and update data recording. 647 

5) Users and user requirements 648 

According to Table 1, various users and their specific needs should be considered and satisfied. 649 
However, the requirements and the general framework have only been tested on one floor and 650 
satisfied part requirements. More models will be tested in future research. 651 

6. Conclusions 652 

In this study, we propose a general framework for integrating cadastral information with BIM 653 
on the building level and with CityGML on the city level. Basic requirements for generating a 3D 654 
cadastral model are presented from six perspectives: organizational, legal, coordinate reference 655 
system and height system, data standards, geometry, and users. A case study, Multihuset, was used 656 
to implement and evaluate the use of 3D digital models to represent cadastral boundaries and 657 
visualize the 3D property units. Both an IFC model and a CityGML model were connected to LADM 658 
to generate an integrated 3D cadastral models at the conceptual level and on database level. The main 659 
contributions of this study are the formulation of the requirements from legal and technical 660 
perspectives and the general framework for generating BIM and GIS based 3D cadastral models in 661 
practice to support these requirements. The cadastral surveying units, AEC companies and city-662 
surveying units should work together in this, sharing information in the property formation and 663 
management process in a transition from the existing paper or PDF-format based system to a general 664 
framework for the integration of cadastral information with BIM and GIS in the future. It is 665 
recommended that the cadastral units will continue developing processes and recommendations 666 
during this transition period to a new 3D based cadastral system, but all involved organizations will 667 
have to work more closely together in order to implement the proposed model. Our case study was 668 
conducted in Sweden, but nevertheless can be adapted for other similar countries. 669 

Our research suggests that different organizations should share and exchange cadastral 670 
information during the whole life-cycle  in order to represent complex cadastral boundaries and 671 
generate comprehensive 3D cadastre. The results illustrate that it is possible to link BIM models, city 672 
models and cadastral models after the construction phase in practice, which will enable a proper 673 
information exchange among different units and improve the interoperability. Nevertheless, we 674 
recommend to establish an information sharing mechanism that makes it easy and close to 675 
communicate among various units. On the other hand, data formats should be unified for further 676 

analysis, store, transfer, management and update.  677 
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However, there are still some limitations in our study. The cadastral dossiers introduce the 678 
heights in a rough way, not detailed. Some plans have no description of property boundaries. There 679 
is one building corner that is beyond the property boundaries after construction, meaning that real 680 
measured and recorded areas and volumes are larger than those calculated in the model. However, 681 
in the design phase and building permit phase, the whole building is inside the property boundaries. 682 
According to the general framework, different organizations own and develop their own datasets. 683 
To generate 3D cadastral models, sharing and integrating information and models are necessary. 684 
However, in the practical project, it is disputed who should take responsibilities to generate 3D 685 
cadastral models.  686 

Further research will focus on testing more models to fulfil the requirements and the general 687 
framework in practice. Another further work is to develop a collaborative workflow among different 688 
actors by using real-world case study through the life-cycle project. 689 
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